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Introduction

For organisations seeking to mature their Software Asset Management (“SAM”) capabilities, a SAM

tool is typically something that is considered to support licence management. There may be several

reasons you are in the market for a SAM Tool. Identifying compliance risks, more accurately tracking

how much your business is actually using the software licences it has bought, or just more closely

monitoring what your business’ employees are installing and using from a security point of view are

all reasons for acquiring a tool.

A SAM tool is a powerful instrument in any SAM manager’s belt. However in our experience, a SAM

tool is only one part of the machine: effective SAM is borne out of a combination of good people,

processes and tools working in combination.

Choosing an effective SAM tool to help you with your needs may not be as straight forward as simply

finding the tool with the best specifications. From experience, we have seen there are various areas

which prospective SAM tool owners may want to consider, as well as ensure the tool you’ve chosen is

appropriate in carrying out the tasks your business requires from it.

Furthermore, a SAM tool is a piece of software like any other. Plenty of readers will have come across

software in their organisation which is incurring high ongoing maintenance costs, whilst only a small

functionality of it is necessary for usual business activities. We have seen many organisations procure

a SAM tool and, due to either operational implementation challenges or purchasing of unrequired

options and add-ons, never fully realise its full value.

We have written this article to give you a tool agnostic view of a few areas you may wish to

consider when choosing a SAM tool, as well as deciding how best to use it.
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Figure 1: Effective SAM is borne out of a combination of good people, processes and tools working in combination.
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What can a SAM Tool actually do?

In essence, a SAM tool provides a mechanism to centrally detect, monitor and report on software

deployments across an organisation, as well as use stored entitlement information to help automate

the process of producing a software licence compliance position.

However, whilst a SAM tool is capable of producing a compliance position, it has been observed that a

software vendor is unlikely to place reliance on the outputs of a SAM tool as evidence of compliance.

Rather, they are likely to seek to validate the output with their own tools and scripts. To be able to

rely on SAM tool compliance reports, the tool needs to be carefully installed and will require

maintenance to be up-to-date around constant changes in IT infrastructure, vendor licensing changes

and movements in software users. Effective management of all these things can be hard, so it is

more prudent to consider the tool’s outputs as approximate calculations, which can be used to

support software procurement and management decisions. It can then be used as a detective toolset,

enabling remediation of any compliance risks before an audit may arise. These decisions can support

the need to procure further licences and ensure compliance, or as we are seeing more and more, to

be used to justify downsizing software spend, as reports can be used to detect unused licences.

Therefore, whilst a SAM tool can identify potential issues, organisations may seek to avoid full

reliance on the tool to remedy these issues itself, without significant intervention.

With the current range of offerings, tools are not fully automated and attention is needed to manually

validate and add to compliance reports, as well as a dedicated team to ensure the tool’s information

is up-to-date. Finally, reporting is only as good as the tool’s coverage and from what we have seen,

no tool offers complete coverage of an IT estate. Coverage and other topics are explored further in

the next question on considering the type of SAM tool, “Agent-based or Agentless?”
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Figure 2: A SAM tool will provide capabilities that help reduce risks associated with software asset management. It will not 
eliminate risks altogether, and will require maintaining.
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Agent-based or Agentless?

Many SAM tools offer different methods of gathering software installation data – these are generally

known as agent and agentless methods of discovery. Whether an organisation uses agent or

agentless data gathering boils down to the needs of an estate.

Agent-based technology, i.e. installing a separate piece of software (known as an “Agent”) on every

piece of hardware, end-users and servers included, is commonly used. This will give the best chance

of minimising the risk of financial liabilities or optimising software spend. However, this technology

requires a potentially large amount of time and cost spent deploying software on every device,

including business critical servers. For a variety of reasons, this can put certain organisations off the

commonly agent-based SAM tool. The agents are also likely to involve frequent update installations,

and as we have seen, incompatibility and security issues that require a lot of time spent

troubleshooting.

Agent-Based Agentless

SAM Tool Inventory

Consideration should be taken of the benefit from configuring a tool using agentless technology. This

removes the need to go through some of the processes described above, and is more feasible for

organisations with strict security policies. Agentless tools can still utilise various data sources and

scan remote devices through the network (which would need higher security privileges) and be able

to pick up a range of limited application information, often through use of third party discovery tools.

This could well be used to provide a broader view of your organisation’s IT estate and assist in

decisions.

• Less time and cost spent on 
deploying and maintaining agents 

• Reduced risks of installation on 
business critical servers

• Reduced requirement for frequent 
updates

• Reduced risk of incompatibility on 
various systems

• Ability to provide complete view of 
software deployment in IT estate

• Ability to track software utilisation 
and optimise software spend

• Further reduction of the risk of 
financial exposure from over-
deployment of licences

Agent-based: Benefits Agentless: Benefits

Figure 3: There are operational benefits to using an agent-based SAM tool, but there are risk and performance benefits to 
the use of an agentless tool.
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Integration with other tools

Most SAM tools have the ability to utilise third party data sources to reconcile software deployment

data into a single report. These may come from other inventory tools like Microsoft System Centre

Configuration Manager (SCCM), as well as normal business tools used for HR management and IT

Services (e.g. ServiceNow). However, such integrations can require significant customisation of your

tool. More advanced tools will offer this functionality out of the box, but again, bespoke business

needs will affect which tool might be more suited to your current environment. It is worth asking

these questions early on, to determine which tool provider may be most suited, before committing to

a particular provider and initiating deployment and then worrying about such compatibility issues

later in the process. We often see that some organisations follow the latter route, and such

integration issues don’t get solved, meaning their SAM tools do not give a the best view of software

deployment.

It is also worth considering on a higher level whether it is worth ultimately pursuing the use of a

single, advanced tool for all aspects and areas of the business, or whether it is more feasible and

possibly more risk-adverse to continue the use of a range of tools to support the IT side of your

organisation. This topic is explored in more detail from a security perspective in our bulletin; “The

importance of securing and classifying your SAM data”.

• Reduction of compliance risk as 
dependency of a single point of 
failure;

• Incompatibility of a single tool with 
certain systems / infrastructure 
where a different discovery tool 
may be more appropriate; and

• Lower up-front costs and time 
spent than when migrating to a 
single tool.

• Lower potential overall costs;

• Less maintenance time for use of 
multiple tools; and

• Potential for single view of entire 
software estate and less need to 
consolidate reports.

Use of a single discovery tool 
for SAM

Use of multiple discovery tools 
for SAM

Automation of SAM Processes

Organisations with a more mature SAM function, as well as a large IT estate, might also like to ask

the questions that help them achieve high efficiency in the long-term, by considering the ability to

automate their day-to-day tasks. Businesses have a large range of different tasks and methods they

use to automate said tasks, including within the scope of SAM. Organisations may want to consider

that some SAM tool providers are developing and implementing the capability to automate SAM

processes, such as software requests, managing leavers and joiners and software decommissioning.

If you are considering taking your business in this direction in the medium term, to save costs and

time in the long-term, you should ask your potential SAM tool provider early on as to the possibilities

of this. Be aware, however, that creating these functionalities is very custom to your business

environment, and will likely incur high up-front costs.

Figure 4: There are benefits to use of a single SAM tool, but sometimes it is more cost efficient and less risky to use a 
combination of IT Service Management (“ITSM”) tools for effective SAM. 
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Delivery of a SAM tool

The objective of this bulletin has been to consider the elements of a SAM tool that would be suitable

for your organisation’s requirements. Once having a better idea of requirements and features, it is

worth examining the reality and the ability of tools, and their providers, to deliver. We have found

there can be a disconnect between a tools theoretical functionality, and the reality of what it delivers

for your business.

An important part of SAM tool is the extensiveness of the global software library that its provider

maintains. Amongst other uses, this is necessary to map discovery data to known existing software

and deliver relevant data. This software library will only be as effective if it is maintained by the

supporting team. Software licensing rules (such as upgrade and downgrade rights), installation

methods, naming conventions and many other technical aspects constantly change. If the global

software library is not kept up to date with these changes, it will become obsolete. The ability of the

tool provider you are considering to perform these activities, as well as respond to your observations

and needs, is something you should question.

Implementing a SAM tool is often more difficult than expected by many prospective customers. The

tools out-the-box capabilities compared to customisable features will have an effect on this, and

the ability of the vendor to support implementation will also determine the time and effort spent on

this. Both of which will also significantly affect the quality of the output of the tool. Organisations

should consider offerings from the tool provider, and some may seek to engage third parties to assist

with this intensive process.

Conclusion

In this bulletin, we have provided you with some of the questions to consider when exploring the

potential for purchasing a SAM tool, rather than provide a step-by-step strategy. Every different

business has bespoke needs, and will need detailed assessment of requirements, as well as the

performance of pilot testing to identify whether a SAM tool is the right fit for an IT estate. Deloitte are

passionate about helping organisations to find the right fit SAM tool for them. If you’d like to discuss

this more, please feel free to drop us an email at UKSAM@deloitte.co.uk.

Your Budget

Finally, whilst considering the questions above, consider your budget along the way. With a

constrained budget, consider the key outcomes you wish for your organisation and which tools will be

able to provide this for you without the services that are not necessary to your business.
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